
Moving Your Pictures.
Use the power of imagination created by moving pictures.
3Q SDN - A platform for live streaming and video on-demand.



Moving Your Pictures

With our many years of experience as specialists 
for video applications, we will support you in the 
fields of live streaming, Enterprise video, generating 
leads, e-commerce, webcast / e-learning, video 
marketing, corporate video, as well as monetizing 
your video content.

As an established provider for streaming 
technology, we offer our customers video streaming 
with best-possible performance, in optimal 
playback quality and to all platforms.

Our customers value the intuitive operable user 
interface and our extensive, qualified 24/7 support.

3Q GmbH is a German company based in Berlin. We 
run our infrastructure according to European data 
protection guidelines. 

Julius Thomas
CEO



We support your entire workflow regardless of whether you want to provide live or VOD offers to your target group.
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Playout Systems Digital Archive Web Upload 
from PCs, Tablets

Media Feeds

Sat Down LinkEncoder Signals
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Automated or Manual Content Delivery from any Source

Immediately Operational
All features are available out of the box. Thanks to the intuitive user interface, 
the familiarization period is very short.



Subscription

Freemium

Advertising Financed

Video Marketing

Full Support for your Business Case.

Make your basis content available free of charge and your premium content for a fee.

Generate leads with the help of your videos.

We support the delivery of paid content.

Finance your content by advertising.



Enterprise Video Platform.
For your Target Groups.

Convenient preparation and management of video content, 
targeted delivery and successful monetization.



Organize Your Video Workflow 
on One Platform.

Simple Administration and Publishing
Using our media asset management, you can define user 
roles individually. Prepare your content for publishing, 
control, plan and manage the distribution of your portals 
and partner pages. 

Convenient Delivery Using API
With our API, you can connect fully automated 
existing content management systems, media data 
bases, external service providers or third party 
applications to our 3Q SDN.



Access Control
Our Content Management System 
offers you different functions for 
access restriction. These ensure that 
your content can only be viewed 
and played by authorized users in 
defined countries and regions.

Digital Rights Management
With our Universal DRM, licensing 
is child’s play. We will package your 
videos in one process for different 
DRM systems. Alternatively, you 
control the licensing yourself by 
means of REST API or make use 
of existing presets yourself in the 
simplest possible way.

Engagement Tracking and Analysis
Using our evaluation tool, you can analyze the distribution and usage 
of your videos. We will help you to identify trends and rate your videos 
based on performance. We can also show you, amongst other things, 
from where and on which devices your videos are being accessed.
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Livestreaming.
Provide your Viewers an 
Unforgettable Experience.
A professional workflow for your live events. 
Broadcast all types of live content on any end device.



Flexible Signal Delivery
We process live signals from the 
latest H.264/H.265 encoders 
and multiplex streams.  You use 
standard procedures for delivery.

Cloud Transcoding 
We transcode your input signal for 
adaptive streaming in different quality 
levels. Using standardized procedures 
such as HLS or MPEG-DASH, you can 
also reach your viewers on platforms 
such as Android TV, Samsung Tizen or 
Apple TV.

Third Party Publishing
To generate additional coverage, 
you can push your livestreams 
continuously or selectively on third 
party provider CDNs and social 
media portals and applications, 
such as Facebook Live or You Tube.

Manage your live signals centrally on a single platform and distribute 
these with 3Q SDN – to any place, at any time and on any device.



Simple Preparation and Processing
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Security for your Content
Protect your content from unauthorized use with numerous options for access restriction, 
encryption and multi-DRM.



2:360:23

Plays Anywhere, on Any Device.
Reach More Viewers with a Fast, High-Performance 
and Adaptable Video Player.



HTML5 Video player with HLS 
and MPEG-DASH integration.

High-Performance Player Engine
For the optimal presentation of videos on all devices, we use a specially 
developed engine on the basis of JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3. We dock HLS 
and MPEG-DASH streaming methods using media source extensions for the 
optimal delivery and security of videos. 

Video Content Monetization
To monetize your video selection, we support paid content 
models and video advertising. You can connect to marketers and 
advertising partners quickly and easily, 
enabling you to optimally control and distribute the delivery of 
different video ads. Optimize the revenue potential of every single 
video and hit as a result.



Innovative Features.
VR & 360°
Our player presents your 360° and VR 
content in all quality levels on desktop 
computers, tablets, smartphones and VR 
headsets. Give your viewers the visual 
experience of being in the thick of the 
action – total immersion in the world of 
your products and offer portfolio.

JavaScript API
Using our JavaScript API, you can control all the 
functions of the player, read data in real time and 
embed any necessary additional information or cards 
using jump marks. Call-to-action events can also be 
triggered. Player event data, such as pausing or fast 
forwarding/rewinding during a video can also be 
captured, read and if required, forwarded.



Cast Support
Our engine automatically recognizes if a cast-
enabled device is on the network and then, with 
a simple push of the cast symbol button, plays 
videos directly and in 4K (UHD) on the televisions 
of your viewers – Your content on every screen.



Multi-Cam Set-Up
Transmit simultaneous different camera settings 
of an event. Make it possible for your viewers to 
decide for themselves which view they want to 
watch at any moment. The viewer can switch from 
the different views without interruption – similar 
to being in the production room.
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Best User Experience
Select the appropriate display options for each target group. Create the perfect environment for your 
content with customizable player applications, JavaScript API and the Front End App Studio.

Targeted Delivery and Access Control

Geo/IP BlockingPaywall

Third Party 
Publishing

User Token

REST API DRM

IntranetStream Limit



Powerful Performance. 
Worldwide.



Our Reliable CDN.

Built-In Key Features
As a customer, profit from important functions 
and their continual development.

Built-in
- Best path routing
- Dynamic caching layer
- Private Networking First
- HTTP/2 and IVP6

Global Infrastructure
With our high-performance and scaling infrastructure, we guarantee to 
provide fast, secure and reliable delivery of your media.
We operate our own backbone network in various data centers around the 
globe. Examples include Amsterdam, Berlin, London, New York and Vienna.

Our Network offers
> 2,000 Gbit/s private peering
> 400 Gbit/s Tier 1
> 300 Gbit/s public peering
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